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PROBLEM STATEMENT

Automated Classification of movie
genres based on their plot synopsis 



Enhancing Movie Recommendation Systems with Genre Classification

Motivation: 
Users face information overload with vast movie choices. Genre classification aids in personalized
movie selection. Accurate models open business opportunitie for companies in the entertainment
industry.

Potential Applications:
Recommendation Systems: Improve suggestions across genres.1.
Marketing: Targeted campaigns for diverse audiences.2.

Impact:
Enhanced Experience: Personalized recommendations boost satisfaction.1.
Efficient Management: Streamline content organization.2.
Market Insights: Understand audience preferences for informed decisions.3.

Online Streaming Companies Movie Review Websites



Movie Label Classification of film Genres
based on Synopsis

Jihadul Akbar , Ema Utami and Ainul Yaqin

LITERATURE
Survey 

Used  Tf-Idf, bag of words, word2vec and
doc2vec for feature extraction
Label Powerset was used for problem
transformation
Used Support Vector Machine , Random
Forest and XGBoost for model training
Achieved f-1 score of 0.584 with SVM and
Tf-idf

Our Take away : Feature extraction using TF-
IDF and SVM as classifier and use them in
combination (feature extraction should be
done alongwith classifier)
Using class-weight parameter of SVM, could
handle the imbalanced of classes(Assign higher
weights to minority classes)

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/369155718_Multi-
Label_Classification_of_Film_Genres_Based_on_Synopsis_Using_Support_Vector_Machine_Logistic_Regression_an
d_Naive_Bayes_Algorithms

RESULTS



Analyzing Movies Using Phrase Mining

Daniel Lee, Huilai miao, Yuxuan Fan

LITERATURE
Survey 

Used  Tf-Idf for word embedding
Used Linear SVC as classifier and
GridSearch for hyperparameter tuning
Used Support Vector Machine , Random
Forest and XGBoost for model training
Evaluate the model using f-1 score
F-1 score of 0.407 was achieved

Our Take away : GridSearch for
hyperparameter tuning

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/369155718_Multi-
Label_Classification_of_Film_Genres_Based_on_Synopsis_Using_Support_Vector_Machine_
Logistic_Regression_and_Naive_Bayes_Algorithms

https://dsc-capstone.org/projects-2020-2021/reports/project_42.pdf
https://dsc-capstone.org/projects-2020-2021/reports/project_42.pdf
https://dsc-capstone.org/projects-2020-2021/reports/project_42.pdf


DATASET OVERVIEW

Collection:
The dataset was sourced from Kaggle,
originally compiled from IMDB.
The primary motivation for selecting this
dataset was its high dimensionality, aiming
to enhance data accuracy and optimize
model performance.

Dataset Details:
117194 rows and 4 columns constitute the
dataset.
There are no null values present in any of
the entries.
The target feature for our analysis is 'genre'

Note: There were no ethical concerns as such when collecting data from
              both IMDB(by author) and from kaggle(by us).



Text Filtering Tokenization

Removing 
Stopwords

Data
Preprocessing

lemmatization unicodedata



Text Filtering:
 Remove Punctuation Marks ,HTML tags, numerical values, and non-English texts.

Tokenization:
Break down the text stream into individual tokens.
Example: "that was part of a major crackdown" becomes ["that", "was", "part", "of", "a",
"major", "crackdown"].

Remove Stopwords:
 Eliminate generic words with little semantic relevance from the text.
 Utilize pre-defined stopword lists.
 Common stopwords include "and," "are," "this," etc.

Unicodedata:
Convert text to a standard form so that different representations of the same characters
are treated as identical.
For example character like "é" and "e" are treated as identical.

Lemmatization:
Reduce words to their base or root form.
Helps in achieving more meaningful and accurate text analysis by grouping together
different forms of the same word (e.g., "running,"  and "runs" are all lemmatized to "run").



Exploratory Data
Analysis



Missing Data Fields

The dataset shown below exhibits no missing values across its features.



Observations:
Adult genre: 61 movies
(lowest)
Drama genre: 45,891 movies
(highest)
Comedy genre: 33,870
movies(second highest)

Number of Movies per Genre 

Number of Genres per Movie 

Number of genres each movie is classified into

The majority of movies are categorized with 1 or
2 genres.

On average, each movie is associated with 2.5
genres.

18 movies are classified using 12 genres.
 



Word Cloud plots 



Correlation matrix

Genres with strong positive correlation:
Action, Adventure, & Sci-Fi
Animation, Fantasy, & Family
Crime, Thriller, Mystery, & Drama
Biography, Documentary, & History
Drama & Romance
Game-show & Reality-TV
Horror, Thriller, & Fantasy
Talk-show & News
War & History

Genres with strong negative correlation:
Animation & Drama
Comedy with Documentary & Reality-TV
Documentary with Comedy, Drama, & Romance
Drama with Animation, Reality-TV, & Comedy



 Multi-Genre Distribution Plots

Here we try to see if a movie belongs to a certain Genre, what are the other Genres it might
fall under.
From the above plots, we can see 80% of Romance , Mystery and Crime movies also fall in
Drama Genre 



Number of Genres per Movie

Here  we try to see how many genres each movie is classified into for each of the 27
genres. 

Most of the Sci-Fi , Adventure ,Fantasy, Action,  Animation, Horror and Thriller movies
have 3 to 6 categories 



Modelling



Train/Test Split 
Imbalanced Data with genre occurrences
ranging from 61 (Adult) to 45891 (Drama)

 Split the provided data set ensuring
that both the data sets have a minimum
fraction (~0.2) of every label.
looping through each category and
include 0.2 fraction of that category
into the test data set. Clearly at the end
of the loop, the number of occurrences
of each category will be greater than
0.2 fraction since most movies that are
being included into the test set as a
genre also are categorized with other
genres.

Train/Test split such that 

 At least 80% of the samples in the training
set At least 20% of the samples in the test
set



Problem Transformation(Algorithm used)

Classifiers used

Transforming multi-label problem into single label problem
This method is carried out using Binary Relevance 
Simple technique which basically treats each label as a
single class)

LinearSVC
Multinomial Naive Bayes
Logistic Regression

Text Encoder

TF- IDF - Enhances the importance of words unique to a document by assigning
higher weights to less frequent words across the corpus, making them more
significant. It combines two metrics,’term frequency’ and ‘inverse document
frequency’. 
CountVectorizer- Unlike TF-IDF which measures the importance of words based
on their document frequency, CountVectorizer simply counts the number of
times each word appears in a document. 

Our Methodology to solve
the multilabel
classification problem

Transform the words from the content to numerical vector
so that algorithm can work upon



Text Encoder
Problem

Transformation
(algorithm)

Classification
Models

TF-Idf Binary Relevance MNB

TF-Idf Binary Relevance Logistic Regression

TF-Idf Binary Relevance Linear SVC

Count Vectorizer Binary Relevance Linear SVC

MODELS

We are training four models with
different combination of
algorithms, encoders and
classifiers in order to get the best
model.
We are generating the f1 score
for all the four models and
observing which model has the
highest score.



 Logistic Regression1.
Probabilistic Output: Logistic regression naturally provides probabilistic output, allowing for easy
threshold adjustment and probabilistic interpretation of predictions.
Efficiency: Logistic regression is computationally efficient, making it suitable for large-scale
datasets
Robustness to Irrelevant Features: Logistic regression is robust to irrelevant features, as it
tends to assign low weights to irrelevant features during model training.

      
   2. Multinomial Naive bayes

Multinomial naive Bayes has few hyperparameters and is relatively insensitive to their values,
reducing the need for extensive hyperparameter tuning and simplifying the model selection
process.
 Multinomial naive Bayes naturally extends to multi-class (and multi-label) classification tasks,
allowing for straightforward modeling of genre combinations.

   3. Linear SVC
Handling Class Imbalance: By assigning higher weights to minority classes and lower weights to
majority classes, the SVC can effectively mitigate the impact of class imbalance and improve the
model's performance on minority classes.
Linear SVC aims to maximize the margin between classes, leading to better generalization
performance and robustness to noise    

Reasons for selecting these algorithms:



 

. TF-IDF Vectorization:
TfidfVectorizer is applied within a Pipeline to the
plot column of the movie data.

Transforms textual content plot column into a
numeric form. 

Parameters Used:  max_df, min_df, and
ngram_range are tuned to optimize this
transformation. 

For example, max_df=0.5 means ignoring terms
that appear in more than 50% of the documents.

Building the Base 

Binary relevance
The multi-label classification problem is
decomposed into multiple binary classification
tasks, one for each label.

Used in multi-label classification where each label
is treated as a separate binary classification
problem.

For each label, a separate classifier (e.g., logistic
regression, Naive Bayes) is trained independently
to predict whether that label should be assigned
to an instance or not.

Base1= TF_IDF  + Binary Relevance

. Count Vectorizer(CV):
CountVectorizer counts the number of
times each word appears in a document. 

Paramaeters used are same as TF-IDF

Base2= CV  + Binary Relevance



(Base to Classifires)  

Training Process:

Trained modelPROCESS

Pipeline: We have created a pipeline which has two components ‘TfidfVectorizer()’ -> for feature
extraction and ‘OneVsRestClassifier’ for classifying

Parameter: Specified the parameters to be tuned using grid search

Parameters for TF-IDF vectorization (max_df, ngram_range, min_df) and same for
CountVectorizer (Specific Parameters with different classifiers)

Logisctic regression classifier (c, which is the inverse regularization strength) , Naive Bayes
classifier (alpha),  Linear Support Vector Classifier, parameters include 'C' and 'class_weight'.

GridSearchCV: Object with the pipeline, parameters, 2-fold cross-validation, 3 parallel jobs for
processing, and verbose output with level 10

Retrieves the best classifier

Makes predictions on the test data using the best classifier



Evaluation Metric – F1 Score
Accuracy can be assessed in two ways: 1.) by considering correct predictions only if all genres match, or 2.) by
calculating accuracy based on the number of correct genre predictions out of all predictions made for each movie.
First method penalizes heavily for any single incorrect genre prediction out of 27. Second method may not be
optimal due to dataset imbalance.
Precision and recall are better metrics for assessing performance, particularly in the case of imbalanced data.
Precision focuses on the accuracy of positive class predictions, indicating the proportion of correctly identified
positive cases among all cases identified as positive.

Why f1 ?

Precision(Genre = Crime)  = No. of movies ‘correctly’ identified as Crime Genre

                                                                    Total no. of movies that have been identified as Crime Genre)

Recall (Genre = Crime)  = No. of movies ‘correctly’ identified as Crime Genre
                                           Total no. of Crime Genre movies in the data set

F1 score (Crime) = 2∗Precision(crime) ∗ Recall(crime)

                   Precision(crime) +Recall(crime)

 Overall F1 Score = Weighted Average of individual Genre F1 Score

For each Genre



Total we had 18 combinations from which the best parameter set
is given below:  

Inference:
We have calculated precision, recall and
f-1 score for all the genres individually
to understand how accurately each
genre is being predicted
Overall our precision value is 0.88,
Recall - 0.42 and F-1 score is 0.54
For this algorithm we obtained least F-1
score
Worst performing genres are Adult,
Biography, Short and Musical

Output: BR+ Tf-Idf + LR



Total we had 18 combinations from which the best parameter
set is gicen below:  

Inference:
Overall our precision value is
0.90, Recall - 0.53 and weighted
F-1 score is 0.65
Best performing genres are
Drama, Crime, Game-Show and
Romance

Output: BR+ Tf-Idf + MNB



Total we had 18 combinations from which the best
parameter set is gicen below:  

Inference:
Overall our precision value is
0.80 and Recall - 0.68 and
Weighted F-1 score is 0.76
This is the best model
Genres with highest precision
value are Musical , Action,
Animation with value 0.98 and
0.92 respectively.

Output: BR+ Tf-Idf + SVC



Total we had 18 combinations from which the best
parameter set is gicen below:  

Inference:
Overall our precision value is
0.80 and Recall - 0.68 
Weighted F-1 score is 0.76
Best performing genre is Drama
with F-1 score 0.87

Output: BR+ CV + SVC



Model Precision Recall F-1 score

BR+ Tf-Idf + LR 0.88 0.42 0.54

BR+ Tf-Idf + MNB 0.90 0.53 0.65

BR+ Tf-Idf + SVC 0.89 0.68 0.76

BR+ CV + SVC 0.86 0.63 0.72

Performance metrics

Observations:

BR + Tf-Idf + svc is the
best combination with
the f-1 score of 0.76

the least performer is
br+ tf-idf+lr with f-1
score of only 0.54



Comparison of Model Performance: Precision, Recall, and F1-Score

The bar chart summarizes the average Precision, Recall, and F1-score across all models used.



 The dataset was imbalanced as all genres were not uniformorly distributed which bias the
model towards the majority classes and hence, reducing its ability to accurately predict minority
classes.

1.

       How we tackled ??

Assign higher weights to minority classes during model training to penalize misclassifications
of minority classes more heavily  

   2. The predicted genres by the model do not exactly match the true genres of a movie 

       how we tackled:
       Threshold Adjustment:

Instead of predicting a binary outcome for each genre (e.g., presence or absence), we
predicted the probability of each genre. Adjusting the prediction threshold for each genre
based on the confidence level can help balance precision and recall, allowing for more flexible
predictions.
Used evaluation metrics that account for partial correctness such as F1-score

Challenges



Different Probability for all genres

Each genre has a threshold value associated with it. For
instance, the threshold for Action is approximately 0.106

These thresholds likely represent the minimum probability
required for a movie to be classified under each respective
genre based on its plot description.

For example, a movie needs to have at least a 10.6% predicted
probability for the Action genre for it to be classified as such.

Genres like Drama have higher thresholds (around 0.392),
indicating they are more common or perhaps the model
requires higher confidence to classify a movie as a drama.



Capture inter label dependencies:  Implement hierarchical
classification to capture hierarchical relationships between
genres, or use techniques like multi-label feature selection to
identify discriminative features for each genre while
accounting for overlap.

Could explore advanced techniques such as deep learning
architectures (e.g., neural networks) and ensemble methods
to further improve the accuracy and robustness of multi-
label movie genre classification models.

FUTURE SCOPE:



CONCLUSION:

Our project addressed the demand for personalized content
recommendations in streaming platforms by developing a multi-label genre
classification system for movies. 
Through thorough preprocessing and model optimization, we achieved a
notable improvement, obtaining a weighted F-1 score of 0.76. 
This signifies enhanced accuracy in assigning multiple genre labels to movies,
ultimately improving the system's ability to offer tailored content suggestions
to users.
As we look ahead, continued refinement using advanced techniques will be
crucial in capturing the nuanced complexities of movie narratives and user
preferences, ensuring an enriched streaming experience for audiences
globally.



OURTEAM

Anshika Singh Harsh Mishra Rohit Singh
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